
MEDICINE AND THE MEDIA

BBC 2 Public Eye: "Child Labour -Turning
a Blind Eye" 8 March

Girls and boys come
out to work

Your newspaper this morning was probably
delivered by a schoolchild working for extra
cash in a time honoured tradition. Though
any child venturing on to a city street is at
some risk, I do not think many of us would
consider such work intrinsically dangerous,
any more than going to school. Other
children work part time in shops or factories,
particularly when these are small family
businesses. (I remember helping my parents
in our small shop, making buttons and
writing sale tickets, for pocket money.)
The theme of this television programme,

presented in all seriousness, is that such
children are often working outside the law
and are at risk of injury or even death. The
legality of such employment may be un-
certain, largely because of ignorance of the
minutiae by employers, who are usually in a
small way of business. Despite this, my
common experience as a general practitioner,

BBC 1 Family Matters. "Workaholics" 4
March

Business and
pleasure

The Family Matters feature on "workaholics"
followed the programme's usual 30 minute
format of subjects' filmed biographies
followed by an expert's opinion and a studio
discussion.

This approach does not succeed unless
there is a strongly defined theme to be
argued. The expert psychologist did his best
to show that the participants' enthusiasm for
work conformed to other addictive patterns
and was as destructive of families. Only a taxi
driver workaholic repented from his hospital
bed (and it did seem that his ulcer owed more
to his inept management practices -trying to
run his business from a cubby hole under the
stairs-than simply overwork). The other
three (a career woman, a business consultant,
and a store owner) seemed quite content.

a father, and simply as a citizen does not
confirm the contention that such children are
put at great risk, and I cannot say that the
programme in any way altered this view.

It opened with an account of the death of
Natalie, a 15 year old girl killed in a car crash
on her way home from her illegal job as a door
to door salesgirl. Such tragedies are only too
common on our crowded roads, and we can
all share the devastation felt by her mother.
But I fail to see how her employers, whether
legal or not, were responsible for this death;
indeed, the presenter stated that no blame
was attached to them. Another example was
of a youth of the same age, working in a
garage, who was burnt when some tins of
paint exploded. The viewer's sense of out-
rage at his injuries is somewhat diminished
by the revelation that he was smoking a
cigarette at the time of the accident.

Again, a good deal of time was spent
describing the entirely legal employment of a
young girl delivering newspapers in the
snow. She worked from 7 am to 8 am, and
her father sensibly noted that her sense of
responsibility was increased by such a com-
mitment -as was her bank account. The girl
herself seemed entirely happy and healthy.
When children worked in mines and mills

Victorian humanitarian sensibilities were
aroused to improve their conditions and
eventually ban them from such dangerous
tasks. In poorer countries children still work

None of the addicts whose marriages had
failed expressed regrets, and as none of the
ex-spouses contributed to the programme
one assumes they had none either.
The presenter attempted to extract tales of

deprivation from the addicts' children, but
mummy missing the school sports or teenage
daughter unable to wash her hair in peace for
having to answer daddy's telephone hardly
seemed the stuff of dire domestic trauma. In
fact, the children seemed particularly well
adjusted, and the career woman's son and
daughter, who were thriving in their own
businesses, paid tribute to their mother's
example.

"All work and no play is bad for you" was
presumably the message the programme
wanted to get across. It failed. Towards the
end of the discussion even the expert was in
trouble. He had painted a convincing picture
of a typical workaholic but was confounded
when none of those present conformed to his
stereotype (a problem familiar to psycho-
logists, one imagines).

Although the programme had nothing of
interest to say about its subject, there were
several entertaining moments: the store
owner's account of being threatened with the
sack as a youngster for setting a bad example
by working through meal breaks, and the
presenter's being affronted that he had held

"Workingfor extra cash in a time honoured tradition"

impossible hours, for negligible pay, in de-
grading conditions, and face a high mortality
as well as having no education. It is also
possible that a minority of children are
exposed to unreasonable risks in Britain. No
doubt a television programme could and
should be made about them. But this was
not it-the statistical background was
sketchy, the presentation pedestrian, even
amateurish, and the end result was para-
doxically to fire the viewer with respect
for the employers portrayed, who seemed
benign, caring people concerned to look after
their young employees.-JOHN GRABINAR,
general practitioner, London

his wedding breakfast in one of his shops.
Was not that taking things too far? Not at all,
the wife replied: the staff would not have
been able to come otherwise (not, anyway,
without closing the shop, which was obvi-
ously unthinkable).

In the face of the workaholics' evident
contentment with their addiction, the expert
was reduced to winding up the discussion
with a platitude: it is all right to work hard
when you are young but "as we get older our
moving parts wear out." Really? They all
looked remarkably well. The career lady
especially (one of "Britain's most successful
businesswomen") was of mature years but
seemed far from worn out.
The programme's mistake was to approach

the subject with the preconception that
working hard is an addiction to be confided in
the shamed tones of a housewife who has
drifted into two bottles of sherry a day-and
then to fail to find anyone to do so. The
management consultant summed up the
workaholic ethic neatly: "Somebody has to
do it. If it wasn't me I don't think it'd get
done as well." Quite. Many of the hardest
workers in medicine could say the same, and
in view of their achievements one should
perhaps be grateful for their addiction. -j c
BIGNALL, general practitioner, Newport, Dyfed
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